
CRAMBA Board Meeting Minutes  12/11/2012

• Nick Shue
• Steve Vigneau
• Todd Powers
• Bob Costello
• Erik Silvassy
• Kristi Heuvers
• Jeremy Verbeke
• Marty Shue
• Andy Williamson
• Paul McAllister
• Dennis Gustafson
• Erick Mile
• Aaron Burgess
• Roger Class

Call to order: 7:00

• Steve introduces Andy Williamson - IMBA GREAT LAKES REGION DIRECTOR

• Ride Dirt Trails, Not Mud Trails signs.
The signs have been printed and are available for TC's to get and post at trails.
Andy W asked if other chapters can edit and use for their trails.  Kristi says yes.

• City of Rochester Property Adjacent to Bloomer.
Nothing new yet. Karl working on this.
Want to work to formalize the bandit trails.
Andy W. recommends to let it ride if no issues are present, or taking it on if it will benefit the club.  

• Bike Patrol: Jeremy Verbeke and Dennis Gustafson

Jeremy - Looked up the list of former and active Patrollers.  There are 4 active members in CRAMBA as of now.  Interface with park managers to let them know the trails are patrolled.  Get in touch with former patrollers to see if they inter to join back up.  try 
to get money to support the patrol group.  Can CRAMBA help offset some of the cost?  Can CRAMBA accept donations for Bike Patrol?  Yes, just earmark it as such.  Possibly having a Dodge ride and drive fund raiser at $10/test drive.  Also her more face t
ime with local bike shops.

Andy - The chapter program has evolved so that it makes sense to have the local chapter support it's patrol.  It should be part of the chapter.  He supports the chapter managing the finances of the patrol.  Suggestions for cost min:  Land managers already 
have CPR training.  Can er utilize this?  They might have someone on staff that is certified.  Get them to help pay for a small shed to store several 1st aid/tool kits so that not everyone has to buy their own.  They might also already have they required 
supplies on hand at the parks.  Cards to hang on bikes, small POS in store promoting IMBA membership.  Hold pizza dinners at LBS after hours to promote CRAMBA/IMBA.  Other local chapters are getting good at this.  Talk to them for details.  we can get 
$20/Trek full suspension bike sold for the trail building fund.  Specialize has grants for local chapters $3-5k…  The Hoosiers will help out with this.  When IMBA covered all of the material cost, patrol membership went up dramatically.

Next steps: Vote to carry line item Proposed by Erick Mile. Voted - Approved.

MMBA has ~$200 for the patrol

Marty - The patrol is important and will be supported by the chapter on top of the patrol fundraising.

Aaron B - Will ask the Lions Club to donate to the Patrol and possibly to CRAMBA in general.  

• IMBA / Andy Williamson
◦ Stony Creek as Ride Center? - Need to get Andy on the agenda for a Metropark board meeting.  He will sell them on the vision of what Stony could be as a Ride Center.  Aaron will facilitate getting on the agenda.
◦ The director is frustrated.  ACF will donate a tool stand, we will pay for the stand.  The park is resistant to allowing logo's for ACF's sponsorship.  one option is to have ACF logo bike racks installed.  
◦ Metroparks funding comes from entry fees and a milage.  Try to use pressure from the local gov't public official.  A local small business wants to help, but can't due to the logo issue.  Aaron to talk to the Co. Commissioner to discuss the issue.

• Trail Coordinator Agreement Status
◦ Done? Going to get some printed/made up?
◦ Nick is working on it, it's almost done.
◦ Set up expectations on both sides.  contains a set list of tasks.
◦ Should make volunteering easier

• Addison Oaks Kiosk
◦ Steve needs to do something on this.
◦ The park has approved the signage, Andy can assist with layout of kiosk.  

• Bald Mountain Carsonite
◦ Erik get tools from Derek?  Not yet.  Will set up date 1st.  Recommend getting the tools back now, as they are done.
◦ Dennis Gustafson get this done?  3 eval scouts doing projects, will work with CRAMBA.  All three are asking for money.  We will provide materials, not money.  Signs will go in in the spring, as snowmobiles may damage them.  Dennis will call him back to set 

up a date to get the signs installed.
◦ Followup to Master Plan meeting is 12/20 at Addison Oaks.  Small meeting, allowing for one person from each group.  We will have one from Bike Patrol and one from CRAMBA.

• 2013 Meeting Dates
◦ Roger got the chapter meetings scheduled.
◦ The rest, plus post on the website.

• MMBA Updates: Erick Mile - Poto/Waterloo is going well.  Expo planning is going on.  Not a lot of details as of yet…  Need to let Andy know if he's needed in the MMBA meetings.  MMBA should be asking us what we want/need at the expo, not the other way 
around.  Bob suggests using the expo as a MI based summit, with short presentations from the chapters so that others can learn from what they do.  We need to tell MMBA what we want to get out of the expo.  Nick - Erick should get in touch with a few other reps 
from other chapters to get a game plan before the next meeting.  Marty - a majority of people in the elected positions didn't want to be in their positions.  

Andy - do we need an MMBA executive board?  Could have a paid person at the state level that would be managed by Andy.  Get rid of the lobbyist…  Make it an entry level full time professional position.  $30k salary = ~$50k/yr …  This would be supported by all 
of the MI IMBA chapters.  Andy will propose this change.  

Andy - Highly recommends reading the DRN Draft trail plan.  We need to be better represented.  We need to understand the impacts of this plan.  We need to get MTB in the plan, as we are not.

Andy - we needed to map out all potential trail building efforts and score/weight them in order of importance.  Focus on membership drive events - we need more members.  Have Steve send out the worksheets to the group for review.  

Try to look at OU for potential trails…

Adjourned at 8:25


